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can I get an activation code for my AutoCAD 2009? Serial number: xxx-xxxxxxxx thanks. Answer: 1). Unfortunately, you won't be able to get an activation code. 2). To obtain a serial
number, please contact the sales department. The sales phone number is here. 3). If you own an AutoDesk license, the serial numbers are generic. If not, then the universal serial number
will not work for you. Question: Hello. Please tell us what is on the hard drive (Intel, Seagate) and where is the virtual machine located? Do I need to format the laptop every time after
installing several programs, or will installing one of them be enough? Do you need to download or can this data be stored in your own folder? Answer: 1). The hard disk is mainly MySQL
and PostgreSQL (Windows, Linux, Mac OS, Android) 2). The bootloader is on the /dev/sda partition. On disk C from a virtual machine, only OS, programs, etc. are loaded. 3). To
correctly install programs, you need to create a directory by their name on the disk. For example, a folder for Bing has been created in the Programs directory. Other programs are installed
by adding a shortcut on the desktop. If we are talking about the Linux operating system, then the folder /usr/src/linux is created on drive D. Licensing question: on which disk is it better to
store license keys - on the main screw or on the virtual one? Question: Good afternoon! I had such a problem. Windows 7 Media Center stopped starting before the update. In Windows
Vista, after the update, a new Update Center appeared and Media Center stopped starting. Copied to CD-ROM from a remote server to an external HDD, but after a reboot, Media Center
does not start. What to do? I found on the Internet that 1.5 GB is stored on this disk. As for this update center, I can send other files to the mail on another issue (you just need to open the
file with the *.tar.bz2 extension yourself). Question about installing/getting updates. Very often, software updates are delivered without "invitations" in the form of emails. How to be in
that case? In Windows 7, installing the latest updates automatically creates a list of available updates for MBR and /deb/resmb drives (for MBR
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